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REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR LOW-THRUST TRAJECTORY
DESIGN OF INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS

Alessandro Zavoli* and Lorenzo Federici†

This paper investigates the use of Reinforcement Learning for the robust design of
low-thrust interplanetary trajectories in presence of severe disturbances, modeled
alternatively as Gaussian additive process noise, observation noise, control actua-
tion errors on thrust magnitude and direction, and possibly multiple missed thrust
events. The optimal control problem is recast as a time-discrete Markov Decision
Process to comply with the standard formulation of reinforcement learning. An
open-source implementation of the state-of-the-art algorithm Proximal Policy Op-
timization is adopted to carry out the training process of a deep neural network,
used to map the spacecraft (observed) states to the optimal control policy. The re-
sulting Guidance and Control Network provides both a robust nominal trajectory
and the associated closed-loop guidance law. Numerical results are presented for a
typical Earth-Mars mission. First, in order to validate the proposed approach, the
solution found in a (deterministic) unperturbed scenario is compared with the op-
timal one provided by an indirect technique. Then, the robustness and optimality
of the obtained closed-loop guidance laws is assessed by means of Monte Carlo
campaigns performed in the considered uncertain scenarios. These preliminary
results open up new horizons for the use of reinforcement learning in the robust
design of interplanetary missions.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the possibility of using small or micro-spacecraft in interplanetary missions is
drawing the attention of scientists and engineers around the world interested in reducing both de-
velopment time and cost of the mission, without affecting significantly its scientific return. The first
deep-space micro-spacecraft, PROCYON,1 was developed in little more than a year in 2014 by the
University of Tokyo and JAXA, at a very low cost if compared to standard-size spacecraft. Despite
the malfunctioning of the main thruster, the PROCYON mission has been ubiquitously called a suc-
cess, paving the way for similar mission concepts by other space agencies. In 2018, NASA released
the first two interplanetary CubeSats, part of the MarCO (Mars Cube One) mission,2 which suc-
cessfully accomplished their goal of providing a real-time communication link to Earth during the
entry, descent, and landing phase of InSight lander. The same year, ESA’s first stand-alone CubeSat
mission for deep-space, M–Argo (Miniaturised – Asteroid Remote Geophysical Observer) has been
announced,3 and it is likely to be ready for launch in mid-2021 at the earliest.

Low-thrust electric propulsion is a key technology for enabling small/micro-satellite interplane-
tary missions, as it provides the spacecraft with significantly lower specific propellant consumption.

*Researcher, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Sapienza University of Rome, via Eudossiana 18,
00184, Rome, Italy

†PhD student, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Sapienza University of Rome, via Eudossiana 18,
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However, because of the limited budget, micro-spacecraft generally mount components with a low
technological readiness level. This increases the risk of incurring unexpected control execution er-
rors and/or missed thrust events (MTEs) during any of the long thrusting periods. In addition, small
spacecraft have limited ground station access, and larger uncertainties in the state knowledge (i.e.,
in the observations for orbit determination) should be expected with respect to standard missions.

Typically, when designing the mission, the engineers take these uncertainties into account a pos-
teriori,4, 5 by means of time-consuming iterative procedures which often bring to suboptimal solu-
tions and over-conservative margins. This design methodology is particularly unsuitable for micro-
spacecraft missions, where the possibility to have large propellant margins and system redundancy
is almost completely excluded. In this respect, recent works attempted to address the robust design
of interplanetary trajectories by using novel optimization techniques. As an example, the problem
of designing optimal risk-aware trajectories, which guarantee the safety of the spacecraft when it
operates in uncertain environments, was addressed by applying chance-constrained optimal con-
trol,6 combined with a convex optimization approach, to deal with impulsive maneuvers,7 or with
a direct/indirect hybrid optimization method, to deal with continuous-thrust.8 Stochastic Differ-
ential Dynamic Programming (SDDP) was applied to interplanetary trajectory design in presence
of Gaussian-modeled state uncertainties.9, 10 Also, the robust design of a low-thrust interplanetary
transfer to a near-Earth asteroid was performed by using evidence theory to model epistemic uncer-
tainties in the performance of the main thruster and in the magnitude of the departure hyperbolic
excess velocity.11 Belief-based transcription procedures for the stochastic optimal control problem
were proposed for the robust design of space trajectories under stochastic and epistemic uncertain-
ties,12, 13 incorporating also navigation analysis in the formulation to update the knowledge of the
spacecraft state in presence of observations.14

Deep Learning in Spaceflight Mechanics

The interest in the application of deep learning techniques to optimally and robustly solve control
problems is rapidly increasing in recent years, especially for space applications. In this context,
the term G&CNet (namely, Guidance and Control Network) was coined at the European Space
Agency15 to refer to an on-board system that provides real-time guidance and control functionali-
ties to the spacecraft by means of a Deep Neural Network (DNN) that replaces traditional control
and guidance architectures. DNNs are among the most versatile and powerful machine learning
tools, thanks to their unique capability of accurately approximating complex, nonlinear input-output
functions, provided that a sufficiently large amount of data (training set) consisting of sample input-
output pairs is available.16 Two alternative, and quite different, approaches can be used for training
a G&CNet to solve an optimal control problem (OCP), depending on what training data are used
and how they are collected.

In Behavioral Cloning (BC), given a set of trajectories from an expert (that is, labeled observations-
controls pairs), the network is trained to reproduce (or clone) the expert behavior. Usually, these
trajectories are obtained as the solution of a (deterministic) optimal control problem with random-
ized boundary conditions. Behavioral cloning has been successfully used to train a fast-execution
G&CNet to control a spacecraft during a fuel-optimal low-thrust Earth-Venus transfer17 as well as
during a landing maneuver in a simplified dynamical model.18 This approach proved to be com-
putationally efficient, and it benefits from state-of-the-art implementations of supervised learning
algorithms.19 However, it shows a number of downsides that make it unsuitable for robust trajectory
design. In fact, the BC effectiveness rapidly worsens when the G&CNet is asked to solve problems
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that fall outside of the set of expert demonstrations it was trained in. As a consequence, when deal-
ing with Stochastic Optimal Control Problems (SOCPs), a drop in performance (or even divergence)
may occur when, because of uncertainty, the flight trajectory starts moving away from the training
set domain, typically populated by solutions coming from deterministic OCPs. To recover a correct
behavior, a DAGGER (Dataset Aggregation) algorithm can be used. In this case, the solution pro-
cess features and additional loop where new training data are provided “on-line” by an expert (e.g.,
an OCP solver) as they are required to cover previously unknown situations. This approach has been
effectively exploited to improve the network accuracy in controlling a lander during a powered de-
scent on the Lunar surface.20 However, the effectiveness of BC for robust trajectory design remains
doubtful, especially when solutions from deterministic OCPs are used as expert demonstrations.
Recently, an attempt has been performed to train a network by BC with a training set encompassing
trajectories perturbed by random MTEs,21 showing promising results. However, the possibility of
having other types of state and control uncertainties has not been addressed yet.

A different approach is represented by Reinforcement Learning (RL), which involves learning
from experience rather than from expert demonstrations. In RL, a software agent (e.g., the G&CNet)
autonomously learns how to behave in a (possibly) unknown dynamical environment, modeled as
a Markov Decision Process (MDP), so as to maximize some utility-based function that plays the
role of the merit index in traditional optimal control problems. Differently from the BC approach,
there is no pre-assigned data set of observations-controls pairs to learn from, so the agent is not told
in advance what actions to take in a given set of states. Instead, the agent is left free to explore
the environment, by repeatedly interacting with a sufficiently large number of realizations of it. The
only feedback the agent receives back is a numerical reward collected at each time step, which helps
the agent understanding how good or how bad its current performance is. In this framework, the
final goal of the RL-agent is to learn the control policy that maximizes the expected cumulative sum
of rewards over a trajectory. Because MDP allows only scalar reward functions, a careful choice,
or shaping, of the reward is mandatory to efficiently guide the agent during training, while ensuring
compliance with (any) problem constraints. Deep RL methods have obtained promising results in a
number of spaceflight dynamics problems, such as low-thrust interplanetary trajectory design,22–24

3-DoF and 6-DoF landing guidance with application to a powered descent,25 trajectory optimization
in the cislunar environment,26, 27 and the design of guidance algorithms for rendezvous and docking
maneuvers.28, 29

This paper aims at investigating the use of Reinforcement Learning for the robust design of a
low-thrust interplanetary trajectory in presence of uncertainty. Specifically, uncertainties on the
spacecraft state, caused by unmodeled dynamical effects, on orbit determination, because of inac-
curate knowledge, and on the applied control, due to execution errors and missed thrust events, will
be considered in the present analysis. RL has been selected as optimization algorithm since it has
the clear advantage of not requiring the a priori generation of any optimal trajectory to populate the
training set, as data are gathered by running directly the current best found control policy on the
stochastic environment. In this way, the agent is able to progressively improve, in an autonomous
way, the performance and robustness of its control policy, in order to achieve the mission goals re-
gardless of the uncertainties that may arise. This feature makes RL the ideal candidate to solve the
problem at hand. At present, most of the research encompassing RL for spacecraft trajectory design
deals exclusively with deterministic environments. Thus, one of the main contributions of this paper
is the investigation of the possible extension of RL applicability also to stochastic scenarios.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the optimization problem is formulated as a Markov
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Decision Process, and the mathematical models used to describe the state, observation, and con-
trol uncertainties acting on the system are defined. The expression of the reward function, which
includes both the merit index and the problem constraints (e.g., fixed final spacecraft position and
velocity), is given as well. Next, after a brief introduction of the basic concepts and notation of Re-
inforcement Learning, the RL algorithm used in this work, named Proximal Policy Optimization, is
described in detail. Furthermore, the configuration selected for the DNN and the values used for the
algorithm hyper-parameters are reported. Then, numerical results are presented for the case study
of the paper, that is, a time-fixed low-thrust Earth-Mars rendezvous mission. Specifically, the effect
of each source of uncertainties on the system dynamics is analysed independently and the obtained
results are compared in terms of trajectory robustness and optimality. Eventually, the reliability of
the obtained solutions is assessed by means of Monte Carlo simulations. A section of conclusions
ends the paper.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

This paper investigates the use of RL algorithms for the design of robust low-thrust interplanetary
trajectories. For the sake of comparison with other research papers,9, 10 a three-dimensional time-
fixed minimum-fuel Earth-Mars rendezvous mission is considered as a test case. The spacecraft
leaves the Earth with zero excess of hyperbolic velocity, and it is assumed to move in a Keplerian
dynamical model under the sole influence of the Sun. The mission goal is to match Mars position
and velocity at final time, with minimum propellant consumption. The values of the initial position
rC and velocity vC of the Earth, the final position rD and velocity vD of Mars, the total transfer
time tf , the initial spacecraft massm0, and the spacecraft engine parameters (maximum thrust Tmax
and effective exhaust velocity ueq) are the same as in the paper by Lantoine and Russell,30 and are
reported in Table 1. In all simulations, the physical quantities have been made non-dimensional
by using as reference values the Earth-Sun mean distance r̄ “ 149.6ˆ 106 km, the corresponding
circular velocity v̄ “

a

µ@{r̄, and the initial spacecraft mass m̄ “ m0.

Table 1: Problem data.

Variable Value
N 40

tf , days 358.79
Tmax, N 0.50
ueq, km{s 19.6133
m0, kg 1000

µ@, km3{s2 132712440018
rC, km r´140699693, ´51614428, 980sT

vC, km{s r9.774596, ´28.07828, 4.337725ˆ 10´4sT

rD, km r´172682023, 176959469, 7948912sT

vD, km{s r´16.427384, ´14.860506, 9.21486ˆ 10´2sT

The stochastic effects here considered are state uncertainties, which refer to the presence of un-
modeled dynamics, observation uncertainties, related to measurement noise and/or inaccuracies in
orbital determination that lead to imperfect knowledge of the spacecraft state, and control uncer-
tainties, which account for both random actuation errors (i.e., in the direction and magnitude of the
thrust), and single or multiple MTEs, which correspond to null thrust occurrences.
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Markov Decision Process

Let us briefly introduce the mathematical formulation of a generic Markov Decision Process
(MDP), which is required to properly setup the mathematical framework of deep RL algorithms.
Let sk P S Ă Rn be a vector that completely identifies the state of the system (e.g., the spacecraft)
at time tk. In general, the complete system state at time tk is not available to the controller, which
instead relies on an observation vector ok P O Ă Rm. Observations might be affected by noise
or uncertainty, and are thus written as a function of a random vector ωo,k P Ωo Ă Rmw . The
commanded action ak at time tk is the output of a state-feedback control policy π : O ÝÑ A,
that is: ak “ πpokq P A Ă Rl. The actual control uk P A differs from the commanded action
due to possible execution errors, modeled as a function of a stochastic control disturbance vector
ωa,k P Ωa Ă Rlw . A stochastic, time-discrete dynamical model f is considered for the system state.
The uncertainty on the system dynamics at time tk is modeled as a random vector ws,k P Ωs Ă Rnw .
As a result, the dynamical system evolution over time is described by the following equations:

sk`1 “ fpsk,uk,ωs,kq (1)

ok “ hpsk, tk,ωo,kq (2)

uk “ gpak,ωa,kq (3)

ak “ πpokq (4)

The problem goal is to find the optimal control policy π˚ that maximizes the expected value of
the discounted sum of rewards, that, in an episodic form, is:

J “ E
τ„π

«

N´1
ÿ

k“0

γkRpsk,uk, sk`1q

ff

(5)

where Rpsk,uk, sk`1q is the reward associated with transitioning from state sk to state sk`1 due
to control uk, γ P p0, 1s is a discount factor that is used to either encourage long term planning
(γ “ 1) or short term rewards (γ ! 1), and N is the number of steps in one episode. Note that
Eτ„π here denotes the expectation taken over a trajectory τ , that is, a sequence of state-action pairs
τ “ tps0, a0q, . . . psN´1, aN´1qu sampled according to the closed-loop dynamics in Eqs. (1)-(4).

Note that, in an episodic setting, J “ V πps0q, being V πpskq the value function, defined as the
expected return obtained by starting from state sk and acting according to policy π until the end of
the episode:

V πpskq “ E
τ„π

«

N´1
ÿ

k1“k

γk
1

Rpsk1 ,uk1 , sk1`1q

ff

(6)

Formulating an Earth-Mars Mission as a Markov Decision Process

This general model is now specified for the Earth-Mars transfer problem at hand. During the
mission, the spacecraft state sk at any time step tk “ k tf{N, k P r0, N s, is identified by its inertial
position r and velocity v with respect to Sun, and by its total mass m:

sk “
“

rTk ,v
T
k ,mk

‰T
P R7 (7)

The low-thrust trajectory is approximated as a series of ballistic arcs connected by impulsive ∆V s,
similarly to what done in the well-known Sims-Flanagan model.31 The magnitude of the k-th im-
pulse is limited by the amount of ∆V that could be accumulated over the corresponding trajectory
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segment by operating the spacecraft engine at maximum thrust Tmax:

∆Vmax,k “
Tmax
mk

tf
N

(8)

So, the commanded action at time tk corresponds to an impulsive ∆V :

ak “ ∆Vk P r´∆Vmax,k,∆Vmax,ks
3 Ă R3. (9)

Since the spacecraft moves under Keplerian dynamics between any two time steps, in a deterministic
scenario the spacecraft state can be propagated analytically with a closed-form transition function:

»

–

rk`1

vk`1

mk`1

fi

fl “ fprk,vk,mk,∆Vkq “

»

—

—

–

f̂krk ` ĝkpvk `∆Vkq
9̂
fkrk ` 9̂gkpvk `∆Vkq

mk exp
´

´
|∆Vk|
ueq

¯

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(10)

where f̂k and ĝk are the Lagrange coefficients at k-th step, defined as in Ref. 32, and the mass update
is obtained through Tsiolkovsky equation.

At time tf , the final ∆V is calculated so as to match Mars velocity, that is:

∆VN “ min p|vD ´ vN |,∆Vmax,N q
vD ´ vN
|vD ´ vN |

(11)

and the final spacecraft state is evaluated as:

rf “ rN (12)

vf “ vN `∆VN (13)

mf “ mN exp p´|∆VN |{ueqq (14)

The (deterministic) observations collected at time tk are:

ok “
“

rTk ,v
T
k ,mk, tk

‰T
P R8 (15)

The value selected for the total number of time steps N is reported in Table 1.

State Uncertainties. For the sake of simplicity, uncertainties on the spacecraft dynamics are
modeled as additive Gaussian noise on position and velocity at time tk, k P p0, N s, that is:

ws,k “

„

δrk
δvk



„ N p06,Rs,kq P R6 (16)

where Rs,k “ diag
`

σ2
rI3, σ

2
vI3

˘

is the covariance matrix, In (respectively, 0n) indicates an identity
(respectively, null) matrix with dimension n ˆ n (respectively, n ˆ 1), and σr, σv are the standard
deviations on position and velocity. So, the stochastic dynamical model is written as:

»

–

rk`1

vk`1

mk`1

fi

fl “ fprk,vk,mk,ukq `

»

–

δrk`1

δvk`1

0

fi

fl (17)
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Observation Uncertainties. The uncertainty in the knowledge of spacecraft position and veloc-
ity due to errors in the orbital determination is modeled as additive Gaussian noise on the determin-
istic observations at time tk:

ok “

»

—

—

–

rk
vk
mk

tk

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

`

»

—

—

–

δro,k
δvo,k

0
0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

(18)

being:

wo,k “

„

δro,k
δvo,k



„ N p06,Rs,kq P R6 (19)

Control Uncertainties. Control execution errors are modeled as a small three-dimensional rota-
tion of the commanded ∆V vector, defined by Euler angles pδφ, δϑ, δψq, and a slight variation δu
of its modulus. Random variables δφ, δϑ, δψ and δu are assumed to be Gaussian, with standard
deviations σφ, σϑ, σψ and σu. So, the control disturbance vector at time tk is:

wa,k “

»

—

—

–

δφk
δϑk
δψk
δuk

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

„ N p04,Ra,kq P R4 (20)

where Ra,k “ diag
´

σ2
φ, σ

2
ϑ, σ

2
ψ, σ

2
u

¯

is the covariance matrix.

The actual control u can be written as a function of the commanded action a at time tk, k P
r0, Nq, as:

uk “ gpak,wa,kq “ p1` δukqAkak (21)

where the rotation matrix Ak is evaluated, under the small-angle assumption, as:

Ak “

»

–

1 ´δψk δϑk
δψk 1 ´δφk
´δϑk δφk 1

fi

fl (22)

It is worth noting that, although the control disturbance vector is Gaussian, the effect obtained on
the applied control is definitively non-Gaussian and, for this reason, the solution methods in Ref. 9
and 10 may not be applicable.

Missed Thrust Events. Besides small control execution errors, the effect of one or more consec-
utive MTEs over the course of the mission is also investigated. The MTE is modeled as a complete
lack of thrust, even when commanded, that occurs at a randomly chosen time tk̂ P r0, Nq, so that
uk̂ “ 03. With some probability 1 ´ pmte the miss-thrust is recovered and for the remaining steps
it never happens again. Otherwise, the MTE persists for an additional time-step. This procedure is
repeated, but the MTE may last at most nmte successive time steps, that is, from tk̂ to tk̂`nmte´1.

The values used for the standard deviations and the other uncertainty model parameters intro-
duced so far are reported in Table 2.
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Table 2: Uncertainty model parameters.

σr, km σv, km{s σφ, deg σϑ, deg σψ, deg σu pmte nmte
1.0 0.05 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.05 0.1 3

Reward Function. The objective of the optimization procedure is to maximize the (expected)
final mass of the spacecraft, while ensuring the compliance with terminal rendezvous constraints on
position and velocity. For this reason, the reward rk collected by the agent at time tk, for k P p0, N s,
is defined as:

rk “ ´µk ´ λ1 eu,k´1 ´ λ2 es,k (23)

where:

µk “ ∆mk “

#

mk´1 ´mk if k ă N

mN´1 ´mf if k “ N
(24)

eu,k “ max p0, |uk| ´∆Vmax,kq (25)

es,k “

#

0 if k ă N

max
´

0,max
´

|rf´rD|

|rD|
,
|vf´vD|

|vD|

¯

´ ε
¯

if k “ N
(26)

Here µk is the cost function, that is, the consumed propellant mass, eu,k is the violation of the
constraint relative to the maximum ∆V magnitude admissible for that segment (see Eq. 8), and es,k
is the violation of the constraint acting on the final state of the spacecraft, up to a given tolerance
ε “ 10´3. The penalty factors λ1 “ 100 and λ2 “ 50 are used in the present work.

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

This section briefly outlines the mathematical framework of the RL method selected to tackle the
problem outlined in the previous section. The RL algorithm adopted in this work is Proximal Policy
Optimization,33 which is a model-free policy-gradient actor-critic method, widely recognized for the
high performance demonstrated on a number of continuous and high-dimensional control problems.

A model-free approach is particularly suited to design a robust trajectory. In fact, model-free RL
methods do not rely on an explicit knowledge of the MDP (Eqs. (1)-(4)) for returning the optimal
control policy π˚. This fact leaves us the freedom to use complex, and possibly non-analytical,
expressions for the transition function f , control model g, observation model h, and/or disturbance
distributions, without requiring any change in the algorithm.

Policy-gradient algorithms are a common choice in RL. The underlying idea is to directly learn
the policy πpsq that maximizes the performance index J . A stochastic policy is generally consid-
ered, as more robust and oriented toward exploration than deterministic ones. In this sense, πpsq
should be intended as a shorthand for πpa|sq, that is, the probability of choosing action a, condi-
tioned by being the system in the state s.

In order to cope with complex environments and possibly large (and continuous) state and/or
action spaces, the policy π is usually modeled by a DNN with parameters (i.e., weights and biases)
θ, and referred to as πθpa|sq to make the dependence on the network parameters explicit. A typical
DNN is composed by a sequence of layers, each made up of a number of basic units, called neurons.
A Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is adopted in the present work: each neuron receives input signals
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from the units in the previous layer, generates an output signal as a linear combination of the inputs,
elaborated through a (typically nonlinear) activation function, and sends this signal to the units in
the next layer. More complex architectures, such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), are also
used in deep RL to cope with partially-observable or non-Markov environments, but they are not
considered in this work. In the case of a deterministic policy, the network directly outputs the action,
given the current system state as input; instead, when a stochastic policy is considered, the network
returns some parameters of the underlying probability distribution, such as mean and variance for a
Gaussian distribution, which is the most frequently adopted. The actual action is then sampled from
this probability distribution.

Once the network architecture (i.e., number of layers, layer density, and activation functions) is
assigned, the problem reduces to the search of the parameters θ˚ that maximize the merit index J :

θ˚ “ arg max
θ
Jpθq “ arg max

θ

˜

E
τ„πθ

«

N´1
ÿ

k“0

rk

ff¸

(27)

where rk “ Rpsk,uk, sk`1q is the immediate reward collected after taking action ak „ πθp¨|skq.

In order to solve Eq. (27), policy-gradient algorithms perform a (stochastic) gradient ascent up-
date on θ, that is: θ Ð θ ` α∇θJpθq, where α is the learning rate, which is a constant, or slowly
decreasing, user-defined hyper-parameter that controls the step-size of the gradient update.

The Policy Gradient Theorem34 is used to rewrite the gradient ∇θJpθq in a more suitable form:

∇θJpθq “ E
τ„πθ

«

N´1
ÿ

k“0

∇θ log πθpak|skqQ
πθpsk,akq

ff

(28)

where Qπθps,aq “ Eτ„πθ
”

řN´1
k1“k rk1 | sk “ s,ak “ a

ı

is the Action-Value function, or simply
Q-function, that is, the expected return obtained by starting in state s, taking action a and then
acting according to πθ.

The Q-function might be estimated by a Monte-Carlo approach, using the average return over
episode samples. While unbiased, this estimate has a high variance, which makes this approach
unsuitable for practical purposes. An improved solution relies on approximating the Q-value func-
tion by a second DNN, leading to the so called Actor-Critic method. The two neural networks run
in parallel and are concurrently updated: the Actor, which returns the parametrized policy πθ, is
updated by gradient ascent on the policy-gradient; the Critic, which returns the parametrized Q-
function Qφ, is recursively updated using Temporal Difference.34 Intuitively, the Actor controls the
agent behavior while the Critic evaluates the agent performance and gives a feedback to the Actor
in order to efficiently update the policy.

To further improve the stability of the learning process and reduce variance in the sample estimate
for the policy gradient, it is possible to subtract a function of the system state only, called baseline
bpsq, from the expression (28) of the policy gradient, without changing it in expectation. The most
common choice of baseline is the value function V πθpsq, which, subtracted from the Action-Value
function Qπθps,aq, leads to the definition of the advantage function Aπθps,aq “ Qπθps,aq ´
V πθpsq, which expresses by how much the total reward improves by taking a specific action a in
state s, instead of randomly selecting the action according to πθp¨|sq. From a computational point
of view, the advantage function is usually computed by using the so-called generalized advantage
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estimation:

Âk “
N´1
ÿ

k1“k

pγλqk
1´kδk1 (29)

where:
δk “ rk ` γV

πθpsk`1q ´ V
πθpskq (30)

is the Temporal-Difference error, that is an unbiased estimate of the advantage function, being
Eτ„πθ rδks “ Aπθpsk,akq.

So, the policy gradient can be evaluated as:

∇θJpθq “ E
τ„πθ

«

N´1
ÿ

k“0

∇θ log πθpak|skq Âk

ff

(31)

This leads to the Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) method,35 whose basic architecture is reported in
Fig. 1. In this case, the Critic returns a parameterized value function Vφ, necessary for the advantage
estimation in Eqs. (29)–(30).

ENVIRONMENT

sk+1 = f(sk,ak)

ok+1 = h(sk+1, tk)

action

reward

observations

AGENT

Actor

Critic

πθ(ok)

Vφ(sk)

feedback

ak

rk

ok

Figure 1: Schematic of the Advantage Actor-Critic RL process, for a deterministic MDP.

PPO can be seen as a further evolution of the (advantage) Actor-Critic method. In order to
avoid too large policy updates when using Eq. (31) during gradient ascent, which usually cause
performance collapse, PPO introduces a “clipped surrogate objective function” Jclip in place of J ,
to constrain the updated policy πθ to stay in a small range ε, named clip range, around the previous
value πθold , by clipping the probability that the new policy moves outside of the interval r1´ε, 1`εs.

Let r̃kpθq be the probability ratio:

r̃kpθq “
πθpak|skq

πθoldpak|skq
(32)

The clipped surrogate objective function can be written as:

Jclippθq “ E
τ„πθ

«

1

N

N´1
ÿ

k“0

min
´

r̃kpθqÂk, clippr̃kpθq, 1´ ε, 1` εqÂk
¯

ff

(33)
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Empirical evidences suggest that using a clip range ε that decreases linearly with the training
steps improves the learning effectiveness. Typically, in PPO the policy and value function updates
are carried out all at once by gathering in the set of parameters θ the weights and biases of both the
Actor and Critic networks, and by including in the objective function a mean-squared value function
error term H:

Hpθq “ E
τ„πθ

»

–

1

N

N´1
ÿ

k“0

1

2

˜

Vθpskq ´
N
ÿ

k1“k

rk1

¸2
fi

fl (34)

and an entropy term S:

Spθq “ E
τ„πθ

«

1

N

N´1
ÿ

k“0

Ea„πθp¨|skq r´ log πθpa|skqs

ff

(35)

which is usually added to ensure sufficient exploration, and prevent premature convergence to a
suboptimal deterministic policy.35 Eventually, the final surrogate objective function is:

Jppopθq “ Jclippθq ´ c1Hpθq ` c2Spθq (36)

where c1 and c2 are two hyper-parameters, named value function coefficient and entropy coefficient,
that control the relative importance of the various terms.

The overall learning process consists of two well-distinguished phases that are repeated itera-
tively: i) policy rollout, during which the current policy πθ is run in nenv independent (e.g. parallel)
realizations of the environment for nb training episodes, collecting a set of nenvnb trajectories τ i;
ii) policy update, which is performed by running nopt epochs of stochastic gradient ascent over nb
sampling mini-batches of on-policy data, that is, the data coming from the last rollout only. The
algorithm terminates after a total number of training steps equal to T .

Remark. The above described framework has been derived in case of a (perfectly observable)
Markov Decision Process. When a perfect knowledge of the state is not available or when the
observations differ from the state, the same RL algorithm can be used, but in this case the Actor and
Critic networks take as an input directly the observation ok.

Implementation Details

The results presented in this work have been obtained by using the PPO algorithm implementation
by Stable Baselines,36 an open-source library containing a set of improved implementations of RL
algorithms based on OpenAI Baselines. The scientific library pykep,37 developed at the European
Space Agency, was instead used for the astrodynamics routines.

The selected G&CNet consists of two separate head networks, one for the control policy and the
other for the value function, each one composed of two hidden layers. The G&CNet architecture is
summarized in Table 3, which reports the number of neurons in each layer and the activation func-
tion used in each neuron. The tuning of PPO hyper-parameters was performed by using Optuna,38

an open source hyper-parameter optimization framework for automated hyper-parameter search.
The hyper-parameter optimization was realized on a deterministic version of the RL environment,
with a budget of 500 trials, each with a maximum of 3ˆ 105 training steps. The optimal value of
the hyper-parameters used in all simulations is reported in Table 4.

When dealing with constrained optimization problems, constraint violations are typically in-
cluded as penalty terms inside the reward function (see Eq. (23)). In these cases, a penalty-based
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Table 3: Network Configuration.

Policy Value
network network

Layer 1 64 64
Layer 2 64 64
Output 3 1

Activation tanh tanh

Table 4: PPO hyperparameters.

Hyper-parameter Value
γ 0.9999
λ 0.99
α 2.5ˆ 10´4 p1´ t{T q‹

ε 0.3 p1´ t{T q‹

c1 0.5
c2 4.75ˆ 10´8

nopt 30
‹ t indicates the training step number

ε-constraint method, similar to those sometimes used in stochastic global optimization,39 proved to
be helpful to enforce constraints more gradually during optimization, allowing the agent to explore
to a greater extent the solution space at the beginning of the training process. For this reason, as a
modest original contribution of this paper, the constraint satisfaction tolerance ε also varies during
the training, according to a (piecewise constant) decreasing trend:

ε “

#

0.01 for the first T {2 training steps
0.001 for the second T {2 training steps

(37)

NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section presents some preliminary results obtained by training the G&CNet on different en-
vironments (that is, mission scenarios), generated by considering separately each uncertainty source
defined in the problem statement. In order to validate the proposed approach, the solution found in a
(deterministic) unperturbed scenario is compared with the optimal one provided by an indirect tech-
nique. Then, the robustness and optimality of the obtained control policies is assessed by means of
Monte Carlo campaigns performed in the considered uncertain scenarios.

Deterministic Optimal Trajectory

The ability of the presented methodology to deal with traditional, deterministic, optimal control
problems is investigated first, by comparing the solution provided by the control policy πunp trained
in the deterministic (unperturbed) environment (see Eq. (10)), with the solution of the original Earth-
Mars low-thrust transfer problem, found by using a well-established indirect optimization method
used by the authors in other interplanetary transfers.40 The two solutions are very close to each other
in terms of trajectory and control direction. Also, the final mass of the RL solution (600.23 kg) is
in good agreement with the (true) optimal mass obtained by the indirect method (599.98 kg). This
slight difference is partly due to the fact that RL satisfies the terminal constraints with a lower
accuracy (10´3 in RL vs 10´9 in the indirect method), and partly due to the (approximated) time-
discrete, impulsive dynamical model adopted in the MDP transcription.

However, when applying RL to the solution of deterministic optimal control problems, two ma-
jor downsides arise. First, terminal constraints cannot be explicitly accounted for, and constraint
violations must be introduced in the reward function as (weighted) penalty terms. As a result, the
accuracy on constraint satisfaction is generally looser than in traditional methods for solving optimal
control problems. Second, RL is quite computationally intensive, even when applied to problems
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as simple as the deterministic rendezvous mission here considered. This is mainly motivated by
the fact that PPO is a model-free algorithm, hence, the knowledge of the underlying (analytical)
dynamical model is not exploited at all. The only way the agent can obtain satisfactory results is to
acquire as much experience (i.e., samples) as possible about the environment. In this respect, the
solution of the deterministic problem here reported took about 2˜3 hours (depending on the desired
accuracy on the constraints) on a computer equipped with Intel Core i7-9700K CPU @3.60 GHz,
while the indirect method just a few seconds.

Robust Trajectory Design

Besides the unperturbed, deterministic mission scenario (labeled unp), the following stochastic
case-studies are considered: i) state uncertainties (st), ii) observation uncertainties (obs), iii) con-
trol uncertainties (ctr), iv) single missed thrust event (mte, 1), and v) multiple missed thrust events
(mte, 2). Training the G&CNet in one of these environments leads to the definition of a corre-
sponding policy, named πunp, πst, πobs, πctr, πmte,1, and πmte,2, respectively. For each policy, the
reference trajectory, which should be intended as robust to that source of uncertainty, is obtained
by applying in the unperturbed environment a (deterministic) version of the policy (i.e., that always
takes the action corresponding to the largest probability, instead of sampling from the probability
distribution a „ πp¨|sq), and recording the commands and spacecraft states along the flight.

Figure 2: Earth-Mars trajectories corresponding to different robust policies. Differences with
respect to the unperturbed policy trajectory are up-scaled by 5 for illustration purposes.

Figure 2 shows the robust trajectories obtained after a training that lasts up to 200 Msteps, that
roughly corresponds to 10˜ 12 computing hours. For each case, only the best found solution during
training (also accounting for the closed-loop behavior described in the next section) is reported. To
add robustness, these trajectories tend to approach Mars orbit in advance with respect to the optimal
solution, so as to maximize the probability of meeting the terminal constraints even in presence of
late perturbations and/or control errors.
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Table 5: Robust trajectory overview.

Policy
Settings Results

T nenv nb mf , kg ∆rf{rD, ‰ ∆vf{vD, ‰ J
πunp 48M 8 4 600.23 0.999 0 ´0.3998
πst 112M 8 4 588.41 0.767 0 ´0.4116
πobs 200M 8 4 591.48 0.782 0 ´0.4085
πctr 128M 16 4 591.40 0.814 0 ´0.4086
πmte,1 80M 16 4 575.98 3.689 0 ´0.5585
πmte,2 128M 16 8 555.87 2.273 0 ´0.5078

Table 5 summarizes the main features of these trajectories, that are, the final spacecraft mass
mf , constraint violations ∆rf and ∆vf , and cumulative reward J , as well as some environment-
specific training settings. The solutions corresponding to a policy trained in a stochastic environment
with perturbations on either state (πst), observations (πobs), or control direction and magnitude
(πctr) satisfy the terminal constraints within the given tolerance (10´3q. In those cases, robustness
is obtained by sacrificing less than 1 ˜ 2% of the payload mass. Instead, the solutions πmte,1

and πmte,2, trained in the MTE environments, tend to slightly overcome Mars orbit, since they
account, even in the unperturbed scenario, for the possible presence of MTEs, whose probability
of occurrence during training has been exaggerated in this work for research purposes (at least one
MTE must occur in any environment realization). Also, the final spacecraft mass obtained in these
two cases is considerably worse than in the previous ones. In all presented cases, the error on the
final velocity is zero. This result should not surprise the reader. In fact, the last ∆V is computed
algebraically as a difference between the final spacecraft velocity and Mars velocity. Thus, the
velocity constraint is automatically satisfied whenever this (computed) ∆V has a magnitude lower
than the maximum admissible by the Sims-Flanagan model (see Eq. 11).

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the magnitude of the ∆V s over the flight time for the different
robust trajectories. Dashed lines indicate the maximum allowed ∆V at each step, according to the
Sims-Flanagan model (see Eq. (8)). As a general comment, the robust trajectories trained in the
stochastic environments show a lower ∆V magnitude at the beginning and at the end of the transfer,
with respect to the optimal deterministic solution πunp, and, correspondingly, an higher magnitude
in the central portion of the transfer. This sub-optimal distribution of the thrust is responsible for
the additional propellant consumption of the robust solutions. Also, the applied ∆V is consistently
lower than the maximum available in all cases except the unperturbed one, where an almost bang-
off-bang pattern, which is the expected solution of this kind of optimal control problems, may be
recognized. This is a distinctive feature of robust trajectories, that must satisfy the constraint on the
maximum admissible value of ∆V , while leaving room for efficient correction maneuvers. As a final
remark, in the two solutions obtained with policies πmte,1 and πmte,2 the last ∆V is considerably
smaller than in the other solutions, probably because the two policies try to ensure the compliance
with the final velocity constraint regardless of the possible presence of a MTE near the final time.

Closed-Loop Mission Analysis

The closed-loop performance of the G&CNets in their respective (stochastic) training environ-
ment are measured by using a Monte Carlo approach that consists in running each state-feedback
policy in 500 randomly-generated environment realizations, or episodes. Figure 4 shows the re-
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(d) Control uncertainties.
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Figure 3: Magnitude of the ∆V∆V∆V s along the robust trajectories. Dashed lines indicate the
maximum ∆V∆V∆V admitted at each time step by Sims-Flanagan model.
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(a) πst (b) πobs

(c) πctr (d) πmte,1

(e) πmte,2 (f) πunp

Figure 4: Monte Carlo simulations realized by running each policy in the correspondingly-
perturbed environment, except for the unperturbed policy, which is run in the state-perturbed
one. Differences are exaggerated by a factor 5 for illustration purposes.
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sults of the Monte Carlo campaigns in terms of spacecraft trajectory in each randomly-generated
episode. Specifically, in each figure, the dark-blue line represents the robust trajectory, with the
light-blue arrows indicating the ∆V s, while each gray line represents the trajectory obtained in one
of the randomly-generated episodes. One may notice that, for policies πst, πobs, πctr and πmte,1,
the Monte Carlo generated trajectories have a greater dispersion in the central part of the mission,
which tends to reduce, and disappear almost entirely, while approaching the final time, because of
the imposed terminal constraints. This is not completely true for the case of multiple MTEs, where
a small number of trajectories (15 out of 500) clearly miss the target by far.

Table 6: Results of the Monte Carlo simulations in terms of mean value (mean), standard
deviation (std), and success rate (SR).

Policy
mf , kg ∆rf{rD, ‰ ∆vf{vD, ‰

SR, %
mean std mean std mean std

πst 578.04 9.48 0.742 0.322 0.0403 0.211 80.0
πobs 580.94 9.53 0.807 0.343 0.0502 0.299 70.6
πctr 591.13 0.685 0.846 0.426 0.0620 0.270 69.0
πmte,1 579.02 4.44 0.980 0.667 0.0987 0.438 69.8
πmte,2 557.32 4.77 1.266 2.048 0.645 3.451 70.4

Table 6 shows that RL is able to cope with all these different stochastic scenarios effectively.
Indeed, despite the severity of the considered perturbations/uncertainties, the success rate (that is,
the percentage of solutions that meet final constraints within the prescribed accuracy) is rather high,
over 70% in most cases and up to 80% when only additive Gaussian state perturbations are con-
sidered. For the sake of comparison, we also reported the results obtained by running policy πunp

in the state-perturbed stochastic environment (Fig. 4f). While the differences between the robust
trajectories corresponding to policy πunp and πst seem minimal, the effects in the closed-loop sim-
ulations are apparent. Indeed, in none of the episodes the policy πunp was able to reach the imposed
accuracy on terminal state, while policy πst succeeds in the 80% of the cases. Similar results are
obtained when running the policy πunp in any of the proposed perturbed (stochastic) environments.
More precisely, the success rate is zero for both the state- and observation-uncertainty environments,
while in case of control uncertainties on thrust magnitude/direction is 8%, and almost double in case
of single (18.8%) or multiple (16.8%) MTEs.

The preliminary results found with policies πmte,1 and πmte,2 stressed that RL performance de-
teriorates substantially in the presence of MTEs. By looking at Figure 5a, it is clear that, in most
cases (69.8% with a single MTE, 70.4% with multiple MTEs) the policy manages to recover from
the complete absence of thrust, and meets the final constraints within the imposed tolerance (10´3).
However, in a few unfortunate scenarios, the MTE occurs in “crucial points” of the trajectory, that
is, near final time, and the policy is not able to compensate for the missing ∆V s in any way. As a
result, the terminal constraints cannot be met. This fact is confirmed by the high variance obtained
on the constraint violation in both mission scenarios (single and multiple MTEs). Analogously, the
drop in payload mass (Fig. 5b) highlights what are the most critical points in terms of thrust effi-
ciency. The looser satisfaction of the terminal constraints is deemed responsible for the final rise in
the achieved payload mass and might be misleading.
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Figure 5: Terminal constraint violation (a) and final spacecraft mass (b) obtained with policy
πmte,1πmte,1πmte,1 by varying the MTE location k̂̂k̂k.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented a deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) framework to deal with the robust
design of low-thrust interplanetary trajectories in presence of different sources of uncertainty. The
stochastic optimal control problem must first be reformulated as a Markov Decision Process. Then,
a state-of-the-art RL algorithm, named Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO), is adopted for the
problem solution, and its prominent features over similar policy-gradient methods are outlined.
Preliminary numerical results were reported for a three-dimensional Earth-Mars mission, by consid-
ering separately the effect of different types of uncertainties, namely, uncertainties on the dynamical
model, on the observations, on the applied control, as well as the presence of a single or multiple,
consecutive, missed thrust events.

The obtained results show the capability of PPO of solving simple interplanetary transfer prob-
lems, as the Earth-Mars mission here considered, in both deterministic and stochastic scenarios. The
solution found in the deterministic case is in good agreement with the optimal solution provided by
an indirect method. However, the high computational cost necessary to train the neural network
discourages the use of a model-free RL algorithm in that circumstance. The power of RL becomes
apparent when dealing with stochastic optimal control problems, where traditional methods are ei-
ther cumbersome, impractical, or simply impossible to apply. Despite the reported results are only
preliminary, the presented solutions seem very promising, in terms of both payload mass and con-
straint enforcement. The methodology here proposed is quite general and can be implemented, with
the appropriate changes, to cope with a variety of spacecraft missions and uncertainty models. Also,
extensions to arbitrary stochastic dynamical models (e.g., with possibly complex non-Gaussian per-
turbations) are straightforward. This is a major advantage with respect to other techniques presented
in the literature based on ad-hoc extensions of traditional optimal control methods.

The preliminary results here proposed pave the way for reinforcement learning approaches in
robust design of interplanetary trajectories. Additional work is obviously necessary in order to
increase both the efficiency of the learning process and the reliability of the solutions. The high
computational cost calls for the use of asynchronous algorithm, where the two processes of policy-
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rollout (for collecting experience) and policy-update (for learning) run in parallel, so as to exploit
at best the massive parallelization allowed by high performance computing clusters. Also, the use
of recurrent neural networks should be investigated when dealing with non-Markov dynamical pro-
cesses, as in the case of partial observability and multiple, correlated, missed thrust events. However,
the most crucial point seems to be enhancing the constraint-handling capability of RL algorithms.
The adoption of the ε-constraint relaxation is a modest contribution that goes in that direction. More
advanced formulations of the problem, such as Constrained Markov Decision Process (CMDP),
should be investigated in the future for this purpose.
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